Ukrainian food has become an integral part in ensuring global food security. Such
integration into the global market became possible due to receiving leadership positions in the world markets of grain and oil. During the last decade Ukraine continues
to increase exports of finished food in several different positions. Among them fruits
and vegetables, alcoholic and soft drinks, confectionery, meat and dairy products are
particularly popular. Ukraine confidently holds primacy in the global market of honey,
nuts and flour.
But Ukraine is rich not only in these positions. Unfortunately, not all potential buyers
are aware of the agricultural sector possibilities. Ukrainian potential in ensuring global
population with quality food is one of the largest in the world. In order to show and tell
about the unknown possibilities of food products export the first edition of Ukrainanian
Food catalogue has been created. It will be one of the first stages of the launching of
the international promotional campaign to create a positive image of Ukrainian food.
“Ukrainian food 2015” catalogue is the image project of Ukraine in the world, the first
English-language collection of information about Ukrainian exporters of food that will
be distributed to potential importers through state and private contact channels.
The purpose of the publication and distribution of the catalogue is to inform potential
importers about types of Ukrainian food.
We hope that this catalogue will help you find a reliable contractor among Ukrainian
enterprises.

Dairy
products

LLC “LASUNKA”

62, Berezinskaya Street,
Dnepropetrovsk, 49130, Ukraine
Tel.: (0562) 36-98-48, 36-98-45
office@lasunka.com, trade@lasunka.com

The Company “Lasunka LTD.” is a leading Ukrainian producer of ice-cream that has been
unchanged top-performer at Ukrainian market of ice-cream for 18 years.
Production of the TM “Lasunka ice-cream” is a combination of kept with care traditions with the front-rank technologies
and modern tendencies in the world of production. The most modern imported and domestic equipment meeting all
world requirements and standards is used for production of the ice-cream. The control of ice-cream quality is carried
out in laboratories equipped up to the state of the art level. The activity “Lasunka” Company and high taste qualities of its
products were repeatedly marked at international exhibitions and tasting competitions.

In Ukraine “Lasunka” Company
proved itself as a stable producer
and the reliable partner long ago.
“Lasunka LTD.” offers the advantageous terms of collaboration for realization of ice-cream:
- Wide assortment satisfying tastes of
your buyers.
- FREE granting of refrigeration equipment – firm refrigeration chests.
- 	Providing with publicity products: stickers, booklets, placards.
- Organization of loading and deliveries of
commodity to storehouses of a buyer or to the
place of sale.
- Consultations and teaching on the questions of
firm trade with our products.
- Flexible system of discounts for firm trade with
our products.
More detailed information about our company can be
obtained on our official site: www.lasunka.com
Lasunka company has more than a decade of experience in foreign trade, including export of its own products
in such countries as Israel, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Lithuania,
Russia, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Africa

Meat and Fish
products

OPOS-TORG
www.opostorg.com

Limited Liability Company “OPOS-torg” was founded in 1999 as a trading enterprise and now we are one of the
leading meat operators in Ukraine. Our company regularly makes export - import operations of supplying fresh,
chilled and frozen meat and meat products for CIS countries, Europe, Africa, and Asia.
Our specialization is a constant supply of high quality raw materials for the producers of ready meat products
and semi-products. In addition, we offer a wide assortment of meat and meat products for retail. Therefore we
have long-term contracts with leading producers in Ukraine and are able to offer wide assortment of pork, beef
and poultry products to any destination worldwide.
We have own packing and storage facilities, so we are able to make partial treatment, freezing and packing of
the goods as per any requirement and specification of the customer. Besides, we may prepare products with
private labels of the client as per their individual options.
For years of our work, we have shown ourselves as a stable, responsible, prompt and strong company. Our team
of professionals is ready to meet your needs in a wide assortment of quality products at competitive prices.
For each of our clients, we offer comprehensive support, long-term partnership, integrity and efficiency.

Pork
Trimmings, cuts, fats, offals
(snouts, masks, ears, skin, tails,
shanks, cheeks, feet etc.)
Packaging: polyblock/
10-20KG cartons/ other

Beef
Trimmings, boneless cuts, bone
in quarters, offals (tripes, trachea,
pizzles, testicles, tendons, shinshank etc.) Packaging: polyblock/ 10-20KG cartons/ other

Poultry
Whole chicken, whole hen,
chicken cuts, chicken feet, poultry MSM, chicken offals.
Packaging: polyblock/
10-20KG cartons/ other

Contact details:
TzOV “OPOS-torg”, 42 B. Khmelnytskogo str., 43000 Lutsk, Ukraine
Tel. +38 0332 72 14 86, +38 044 528 10 61, +38 050 378 45 56
paul@opostorg.com

Alcoholic
drinks

Group of Companies
“INKERMAN
INTERNATIONAL”
Inkerman International AB is an international winemaking holding with a headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden.
The holding was founded at the beginning of 2011 and has a complete cycle of production. The group
of companies consists of “Inkerman Winery” LLC, “Kachynskiy+” LLC, and Agrofirm “Chernomorets” PJSC.
The total vineyard area of all enterprises is 2.79 thousand hectares.
In Ukraine Inkerman International AB operates through Trading House “Inkerman” LLC.
INKERMAN wines have been produced since 1961 by a team of professionals. Currently, wines of
TM INKERMAN for Ukrainian and European markets are produced at the facilities of House of Vintage Cognacs
“Tavria” PJSC. This enterprise with a long history is operating in Southern Ukraine, Kherson region.
The TM INKERMAN product range includes still and sparkling wines made by Charmat process. Throughout
its history, INKERMAN wines won 13 Grand Prix Cups, 145 gold, 53 silver and 13 bronze medals
at the international competitions.

KACZYNSKI
MUSCAT

INKERMAN SEMISWEET MUSCAT

LEGENDA
INKERMANA

Ordinary semisweet white wine
Grapes: Muscat
group of varieties
Color: elegant
wine with light
straw color
Aroma: delicate
floral scent
Taste: light fresh
with
sweetness
Alcohol content:
11.0 - 13.0% by vol.
Sugar:
30-40 g/dm3

Muscat sparkling semisweet white wine
The bouquet of the wine
is featured by a bright
citron-muscatel tone.
Harmonious taste of
the wine has shades of
apricot and pear. Typical
oriental motives with hints
of figs and raisins.
The color of wine is light
straw with greenish hues
Alcohol content:
10.0-13.5% by vol.
Sugar: no more
than 55-80 g / dm3

Ordinary semi-sweet
white wine
Grapes: white
European grape
varieties
Color: light golden
Aroma: Light floral
with hints of fruit,
honey and nutmeg
Taste: fresh, pleasant tones with
expressive citron
Alcohol content:
9.0 - 12.0% by vol.
Sugar: 3 - 4% wt.

New
wines
collection

Pino Nuar
Ordinary semisweet red wine
Grapes: Pinot Noir
Color: ruby
Aroma: with the
notes of ripe fruit,
cherries
Taste: full, velvety
and harmonious
with a pleasant
sweetness
Alcohol content:
9.0 - 12.0% by vol.
Sugar content:
3.0-5.0% wt

New
wines
collection

(inkerman legend)

Sparkling
Wines

INKERMAN
BRUT

Drevniy
Khersones

Brut sparkling white wine
Light floral bouquet of
the wine is featured by
a touch of fruit and
berry notes.
The taste of the wine is
elegant with wonderful
harmonious acidity.
The wine has a light
straw color.
Alcohol content:
10.0-13.5% by vol.
Sugar: not more than
15 g /dm3

Ordinary semi-sweet
red wine
Grapes: Saperavi
Color: dark ruby
Aroma: with fruit and
chocolate taste
Taste: velvety with
soft tartness
Alcohol content:
9.0 - 12.0% by vol.
Sugar: 3 - 4% wt.

Main
Collection

(ancient chersonese)

Sparkling
Wines

Address: 12 Melnikova St., office 7, Kyiv, Ukraine. Email: info@inkerman-group.com
www.inkerman.ua
https://www.facebook.com/inkerman.ua

Main
Collection

Grocery

A producer and exporter of groats the Ukrainian enterprise “JNL” welcomes you. Founded in 1992 our enterprise has formed trading and manufacturing traditions. We won the status of the reliable supplier not only
among Ukrainian, but also among foreign
buyers.
PPTE “JNL” is a member of Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Ukraine and the
Chernigov
RCCI.
It
is also a
member of All-Ukrainian public organization “Association of Payers of Taxes
of Ukraine”, a member of regional association of the employers organizations
“Sivershchina”, an associated member of the European Association of Business Development.
The wide range of production and always high quality in compliance to the
international standards form JNL company’s geography of delivering goods.
Our enterprise won reputation of the reliable supplier and business partner
in world agro-sector.

For more than 20 years history of cooperation with our clients, the geography of production’s delivery covers
over 39 countries: the CIS, Asia, Africa, America, and also Australia, and extends to this day.

+38 0462 672100
+38 0462 672101
+38 0462 672103

14014, Ukraine, Chernigov, 57 Shchorsa str.
jnl.com.ua
pptejnl@gmail.com

Svarog
West Group
Corporation
Start of company business
activity: 2003

Livestock farming: dairy and
meat

organic farming projects,
organic fertilizers.

Geography: Western Ukraine,
Land bank – 80,000 ha

Horticulture: fruits, berries

Production of agricultural
machinery and equipment.

Production: sugar, wheat flour,
bakery mixes, NFC juices.

Orchards - 500 ha
Key business directions:

IT products developments:
precision agriculture
and agri-management
system,

Crop farming and seed
production: grains, legumes,
oil crops
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Tel.: +38 0382 72 47 81
Fax.: +38 0382 72 47 85
E-mail: post@svarog-agro.com, commerce@svarog-agro.com
Web-site: www.svarog-agro.com

“Leader
Snack” Ltd
TM “Khomka”

“Leader Snack” Company was established in 2006 and today we are the leading national producers of products made of seed. To offer customers the best product we use confectionery sunflower varieties with especially large seeds, which are grown in ecologically clean regions in the south and east of Ukraine. Our
company is certified in compliance with European standards of food safety.
All the products of “Leader Snack” are produced on a modern facility in Kremenchuk city, Poltava region.
Technological process meets high standards. A great taste of the product is ensured by strict requirements
to raw materials and continuous quality control at each stage of production. The company operates its own
manufacturing laboratory.

ECO sunflower seeds
TM “Khomka”
Contants: roasted
sunflower seeds
Weight: 150g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Roasted not salted
sunflower seeds
TM “Khomka”
Contants: roasted
sunflower seeds
Weight:
60, 90, 160, 240, 330g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Shelled sunflower
seeds “Khomka”
Contents: roasted
sunflower seeds
Weight: 50g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Roasted salted
sunflower seeds
TM “Khomka”

Pumpkin seeds
TM “Khomka”

Contents: roasted
sunflower seeds
Weight: 60, 90, 150, 230g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Roasted salted peanut
kernel TM “Khomka”
Contants: roasted peanut
kernel, iodized salt
Weight: 35, 90g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Contants: roasted pumpkin
seeds, iodized salt
Weight: 60, 90, 150 g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Elite sunflower seeds
TM “Khomka”

Contants: roasted sunflower
seeds
Weight: 60, 90, 150, 230g
Shelf life: 6 months
Storage conditions:
up to +21°C

Registered office address:
9, Yarmakova St.,
Kremenchuk, Poltava region,
39600, Ukraine

Tel./fax: +38 (0536) 79-30-60, info@
lsnack.com.ua ,
www.leader-snack.com.ua

5B, Henri Barbusse Street, Kyiv,
03150, Ukraine,
Tel.:+38 (044) 394-50-44

LLC “Interstarch
Ukraine”
„INTERSTARCH UKRAINE“, LLC is Ukrainian company which supplies corn starch and syrups worldwide.
Our production facilities “DNEPROVSKY STARCH AND SYRUP INTEGRATED WORKS”, PJSC and “INTERCORN CORN PROCESSING INDUSTRY”, PJSC are situated in Dnepropetrovsk region, in the center of corn
planting area of Ukraine.
One of the perspective direction of the activities is distribution of native wheat and modified wheat starches, manufactured in Germany under AllStarch brand name.
Our production facilities are certified according food safety management system ISO/FSSC 22000, as well
as ISO 9001, ISO 14000, GMP+, and also comply Kosher and Halal specifications.

Since 1965 we have been manufacturing and delivering cereal based solutions to
local and multinational customers in various industries:
- Food industry (bakery, confectionery, meat processing, dairy, oil and fat, beer and soft drinks
(juices and beverages production), for the production of pasta, fruit fillings, snacks, chips, fish
products);

- 	Cardboard and paper making industry,
- Textiles;
- 	Chemical industry;
- 	Pharmaceutical industry;
- For production of construction materials and
gypsum boards.

Delivery could be organized by ground (road truck, silo truck, tanks and railroad)
or by sea (sea containers). Products could be packed into 25 or 30 kg paper bags,
bigbags (totes), metal barrels, carton drums, flexi-tanks or in bulk.
- native corn & wheat starches;
- modified corn & wheat starches;
- high-fructose syrups (isoglucose);
- maltose syrups;
- glucose syrups;

- dextrose;
- vital wheat gluten (VWG);
- wheat bran;
- corn oil;
- corn germ;
- corn gluten meal;
- corn & wheat feed.

Contacts:
29a Elektrikov Str.,
Kyiv, 04176 Ukraine
Tel.: +38 044 351 77 68
th@upi.com.ua

Limited liability
company “FORES”
TM “FORES”

“Fores” Company was founded in 1995 and has risen through the
ranks, starting as a small workshop and ending up as a modern production.
Today LLC “Fores” is a modern enterprise with dynamic development, which produces mayonnaise.
Mayonnaises “Fores” are produced using equipment that meets international standards of the food industry. Production reconstruction, and new production lines contribute to the high quality of the
products and new opportunities.
The enterprise uses its own technology and unique recipes of mayonnaises. Owing to the well-run work of professionals-engineers and
researchers, new original ideas and formulations are developed, the
unique taste of mayonnaise is created, and production volumes are
increasing.

Table high-calorie mayonnaise “Tsarskyi” is a product with uniform, stiff consistency with single air bubbles, of creamy- yellow colour, smooth mass. Contains
72% of fat. Energy value of 100 g of product is 665 kcal.
Shelf life: 180 days at a temperature from 0 to 18° C
in protected from direct sunlight place and
relative air humidity below 75%.

TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise “Tsarskyi” 200 g.,
TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise “Tsarskyi” 400 g.,,
TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise “Tsarskyi” 440 g.,,
TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise “Tsarskyi” 2,9 kg.,
TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise “Floral” 200 g.,

Table high-calorie mayonnaise “Floral” is a product
with uniform, stiff consistency with single air bubbles,
of creamy colour, smooth mass. Does not contain animal origin products. Mayonnaise for fasting,
diet or healthy eating. Contains 60% of fat.
Energy value of 100 g of product is 554 kcal.
Shelf life: 180 days at a temperature
from 0 to 18° C in protected from
direct sunlight place and
relative air humidity below 75%.

TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise“Floral” 400 g.,
TM “FORES” table high-calorie
mayonnaise“Floral” 440 g.

Mayonnaise 200g filled in polymeric doy pack packages.
Group packing in corrugated boxes, 24 pieces/box.
Mayonnaise 400g filled in polymeric doy pack packages with screw caps.
Group packing in corrugated boxes, 20 pieces/box.
Mayonnaise 440 g fillied in twist-off glass jars. Group packing in
corrugated pallet with heat-shrink film, 12 pieces/pallet.
Mayonnaise 2.9 kg filled in polypropylene bucket with a double border.
Group packing by 2 pieces with heat-shrink film.

LLC “Fores”, 9 Odariya Street,
Odesa, 65003, Ukraine,
tel. (0482) 34-16-14,
e-mail: info@fores.org,
fores@ukr.net ,
website: www.fores.ua ;
export department
tel. (0482) 37-51-02,
e-mail: logistic@fores.org.

Fruits and
Vegetables

PTAE “Uman
Greenhouse
Complex
TM “From The Garden Bed”

Red tomatoes,
Pink tomatoes,
Yellow tomatoes,
Truss tomatoes,
Smooth skinned cucumbers
Standard pallet: Boxes of 5-6 kg: Weight of box net – 5-6 kg +1%
(for natural losses during transportation), Size of boxes dimensions (cm)
30x40x14, Pallet (cm)80x120, Amount of boxes on
the pallet 120-112, Net weight of pallet – 600-672kg, Gross weight of
pallet ~net + 10% (from net). European type transport packaging.

The company was established in the
year 1974. Reorganization of it into the
company with private ownership in 2002
triggered fast development and modernization. Production facilities has expanded, the number of products under
cover has grown.
Today the area of greenhouses of European type is near 35 ha. Greenhouses
are located in Uman, Khristinovka and
Talnoye in Cherkassky region.
Today Uman Greenhouse Complex operates the most up-to-date greenhouses
of European type, in which the latest innovations and achievements in growing
vegetables under cover are used. They
include the innovative construction of
greenhouses themselves, allowing to
increase luminous flux for more than
10% in comparison with greenhouses of
previous generations, complex computer-aided system of microclimate support, energy-saving technology of using greenhouse gases, and many other
unique and innovative solutions that al-

low to increase considerably both yield
capacity and quality of products at the
same time, saving energy and labour efforts.
In recent years the plant implemented
series of large-scale investment projects
with involvement of leading Western
companies and specialists.
A new nursery compartment was completed in 2012, where the newest technologies are applied.
The plant has its own agrochemical laboratory of soil, water and fertilizers.
The plant has a warehouse complex
with the area of 10,000 m2 meeting the
highest requirements for storage and
processing products. Own logistics center is optimum solution for product sorting, pre-packing, packing and delivering.
The aim of Uman Greenhouse Complex
is to increase production of vegetables
of a high quality and to expand sale markets.

Contacts:
Derevjanka Str, 26,
Uman, Cherkassky
region, 20300, Ukraine,
+38-04744-464-56,
Selling department:
+38-050-371-92-54,
e-mail:
greenhouse@utk.org.ua,
www.utk.org.ua

LLC “TH Nezhin”
TM Nezhin

Products for export:

• Cannned and marinated cucumbers
• Vegetable pastes, dishes ready to eat, garnishes
and salads
• Cannned and marinated tomatoes

Merchant venture Nezhin is a trade division of
Nezhin preserves factory, the exclusive distributor of the Nezhin trademark.
Nezhin canning factory situated in Nezhin town
(North-East of Ukraine) is well-known producer
of canned fruits and vegetables in Ukraine.
The plant was founded in 1927. Original ancient recipes using natural spices are still the basis for production. The unchangeable traditional
products form the basis for development of new
products, taking into account the preferences of
modern consumers.

Adjika Hot
TM Nezhin
Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz

Eggplants
Greek Style
TM Nezhin

Expiration date:
2 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz

Squash Paste
TM Nezhin
Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz

Only fresh Ukrainian vegetables are preserved
and 90 percent of our ingredients are domestically grown.
Nezhin preserves factory offers a full production
range, from growing vegetables to packing of
finished products.
More than 1,000 hectares of agricultural fields
are under cultivation in the Nezhin region of
Chernihivska Oblast (Pereyaslovka Village)
The factory uses modern equipment from Hungary, Netherlands and Germany.

Beans in
Tomato Sauce
«Favourite»
TM Nezhin

Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz

Ratatouille
TM Nezhin

Stewed
Sauerkraut
TM Nezhin

Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz

Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz
920 g/32,4 oz

The laboratory controls all production processes, starting with the receipt of products
and materials and ending with the delivery of
finished products.
Nezhin canning factory has won numerous
awards for different product exhibitions.
ISO 22000 and HACCP certificates are in hand.
Nezhin canning factory produces a variety of
canned vegetables, up to 30 different items.
Among them there are pickled cucumbers, vegetable cannery and canned tomatoes.
For its products, Nezhin canning factory uses
brand quadratic jars with the letter “N” on the
bottom and a “twist-off” lid with a unique design.

Canned
Cucumbers
Nezhin Style
TM Nezhin

Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz
920 g/32,4 oz

Marinated
Tomatoes
TM Nezhin
Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 450 g/15,9 oz
920 g/32,4 oz

Mixed Vegetables Tomatoes
and Plums
TM Nezhin

Expiration date:
3 years
Net WT: 920 g/32,4 oz

NEZHIN HEADOFFICE
13, Kalachevska Str., Kyiv, 02090Ukraine
web-site: www.nezhin.ua/en/
Phone number: +380 44 593 03 29
Fax: +380 44 593 03 31
E-mail: info@nezhin.ua

Confectionary

MillenNium
Chocolate
Factory
Millennium Chocolate Factory is equipped with the latest high-tech equipment and uses the best raw materials from around the world. The range of products of the factory is very wide and contemporary, and their quality
meets high European standards.
Millennium Chocolate Factory has been among the first to be certified according to IFS international quality
standards. That allowed the company to successfully enter European market. Currently its chocolate and candies can be met at the shelves of supermarkets in Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, Check Republic and other countries of Eastern Europe.
By special request of a client the factory can produce Kosher and Halal chocolate products, following all the
requirements to ingredients, preparation, processing and packaging of these products.
Another activity of Millennium Chocolate Factory is the production and distribution of chocolate and candies for
Ukrainian and foreign partners under private labels. Among such partners there are Auchan, Metro C&C, Billa,
Rewe Group.

“MillenNium”
Air Chocolate bars, 32 g

“Millennium” chocolate, 100g

MILLENNIUM MILK&WHITE
BUBBLE – white bubble chocolate in milk chocolate coating

A huge variety of chocolate flavors from
TM “Millennium”:
- Exquisite dark chocolate with 74% or 80% cocoa
content
- Classic milk chocolate with pieces of caramel
- Bubble dark, milk, and white chocolate
- Chocolate with whole nuts or almonds
- Filled chocolate

“MillenNium”
Chocolate bars

“Oskar le Grand” Petite Compliments
chocolate candies, 220 g

MILLENNIUM MILK BUBBLE –
milk bubble chocolate in milk
chocolate coating

with favorite fillings
in a convenient format
of a stick, 38 g
MILLENNIUM DARK PRALINE –
dark chocolate with nut praline
MILLENNIUM MILK PRALINE –
milk chocolate with praline
MILLENNIUM TIRAMISU –
dark chocolate with tiramisu
filling
MILLENNIUM TRUFFLE –
dark chocolate with truffle filling

Contacts:
5, Marie Curie St., Dnipropetrovsk, 49010 Ukraine
www.millennium.dp.ua, www.lubimov.ua
marketing.chocolate@malbi.dp.ua, malbi@malbi.dp.ua
Tel.:.+38 (056) 370-15-42, 370-15-44 Fax: +38 (056) 791-15-98

This elegant collection of chocolates includes
four delicious candies, each of which has
an unusual flavor combination that reveals
the completeness of sensations: Strawberry
cheesecake, Almond delight, Truffle charm,
Chocolate cups

“Millennium” Riviera
chocolate candies, 125 g, 250 g
Candies of unique forms and fillings. In one box
there is an assortment of dark, white and milk
chocolate with whole hazelnut, cashew, almond
and the most delicate pralines. And a subtle
form of candy with an open top resembles an
elegant boat.

Corporation
“Biscuit-Chocolate”
Traditions of quality since 1896

KHARKIV CONFECTIONERY «KHARKIVYANKA»

CORPORATION «BISCUIT-CHOCOLATE»

Confectionery manufacturing in Kharkiv dates back
to 1896 when the famous merchant Georg Borman,
the Supplier to the Court of His Imperial Majesty built
a chocolate factory in the city. Today Confectionery
“Kharkivyanka” not only keeps the traditions of its
founder but also actively expands its product range
and develops new types of confectionery. Confectionery “Kharkivyanka” has a full processing cycle of
high quality cocoa beans supplied from Ghana and
Cote d’Ivoire.

In 2004 for the purpose of strengthening the position
of enterprises in the local and foreign markets it was
decided to consolidate the Kharkov Biscuit factory
and the Confectionery factory “Kharkivyanka” into the
Corporation “Biscuit-Chocolate”. At present the Corporation “Biscuit-Chocolate” keeps the second position in the national rating of confectionery producers
in Ukraine and exports its products to 28 countries.

KHARKIV BISCUIT FACTORY
Kharkov Biscuit Factory was founded in 1935. This is
a Ukrainian confectionery specialized in pastry manufacturing: sponge cakes, swiss-rolls, sets of butter
biscuits, shortcakes, cookies, crackers, chocolate
and wafers cakes, desserts, wafers, wafers rolls.

Contacts:
PJSC “KHARKIV BISCUIT FACTORY”
St. Lozivska,8, Kharkiv, 61017, Ukraine
PJSC “KHARKIVYANKA” CONFECTIONARY
St. Kotzarska 24/26, Kharkiv, 61052, Ukraine

To confirm the high quality of confectionery which
the Kharkov Biscuit Factory and the Confectionery
factory “Kharkivyanka” produce the quality management system and safety of foodstuffs are certified to meet requirements of the world standards
ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 22000:2005.
In 2013, factories of the Corporation “Biscuit-Chocolate” received certificates of conformity of their products to the canonical requirements of the Shariah
according to the «Halal» norms.

tel.: (+38 057) 712 88 78
(+38 057) 719 48 22
tel./fax: (+38 057) 712 87 39
export@biscuit.com.ua
elena@biscuit.com.ua

www.biscuit.com.ua

Council of Exports is a coordinating unit established
at Ukrainian Agrarian Council. The main purpose of the Board is
to promote exports of Ukrainanian agricultural products to Asia,
Africa, and Europe.
The Council communicates with more than 300 Ukrainian food industry
enterprises and is responsible for coordinating their export activities.

Contacts:
3, Ivana Honty Street, Uman, 20300, Ukraine
Tel.: +38 04744 36985, +38 067 441 0602

